


FROM PAPER, 

DIRECTLY TO YOUR DIGITAL WORLD

What starts on paper, doesn't have to stay there
We convert your anolog notes into a digital data

Turn your words into action 



LET’S STEP TOWARDS DIGITALIZATION!

Magicturk offers digital writing solutions which can be
 intagrated with every technology, to increase 

efficiency and productivity



WHY SHOULD YOU RESTRAIN 
YOUR WORKFLOW?

If you are interested in enhancing your workflow 
or improving the effectiveness of your processes,
 Magicturk Technology Solution is here to help you.



WHAT IS THE MAGICPEN?

Magicpen captures every detail of your designs and converts them into digital 
data whenyou can continue using pen and paper as routinely. Magicpen is a smart 
device which  includes an investment over 100 million dollars that  exceedes 7 
years R&D processes.It also includes 339 and 132  different inventions.



It is a server layer that  can be integrated with all the other systems. The data captured 
and transfered by the Magicpen is digitalized(ICR), stored and also can be displayed here.

It is an input device which captures your handwriting on pattern and converts it into
digital data via network connections or USB port.

In order to convert your handwriting into digital data it’s necessary a detectable pattern 
by the system which can be embedded  onto all kinds of printing surface.

HOW MAGICPEN’S TECHNOLOGY WORKS?
The Pattern :

Magicpen     :

The Platform   :



YOUR WORK IS SAFELY RETAINED

It is the first and unique device which digitalizes original
 signature around the World. Thanks to special software 
which is formulated the intersection of  location, pressure, 
time, gradient and rotation, it transfers the original 
signature into digital environment. It ensures %100 
security of ‘’signature recognition’’ and ‘’ signature’s security of ‘’signature recognition’’ and ‘’ signature’s 
authentication’’.Magicpen can capture every pen strokes 
on dot pattern paper and can transfer into automatic 
control systems via network connections or USB kit.



ADVANTAGES
Time saving

Improved efficienyc of the logistics costs
Prevents deficient or incorrect entries

Improved procect workflow
Increase in sales proficiency

Employee performance management
FFraud management
Policy saving

Real time and integrated mapping information
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OUR ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

Without discriminating of any industry, you can 
transfer your forms into the digital environment easily
 and integrating this tecnology with your existing 
application, you can start working immediately on 

fast,effective and monitorable platform.  



BANKING
  We can help you maximize efficiency with
automated electronic document management
resolving slow customer responsiveness

Benefits
Fast processing times
Eradication of re-keying
Automatic data archiving

Simplifies the customer onboarding process.
Removes the need for scaning of completed forms

FFull automatic data validation with integrated look-ups for instant decisioning

Applications
Insurence applications forms
insurence report and claim forms
Credit card and loan applications.
FSA comliance and reporting

Face to face customer data capture



AUTOMOTIVE
  We can improve the speed and efficiency
of workflow within many areas of the  

automotive industry
Benefits

Hands stuffed in computer readable form of text and reduce the 
paper burden by converting the necessary pictures

Improves and streamlines workflow, cutting out intermediate processes such as scanning.
Previosly allows very time-consuming re- comissioning of employees tasked with data entry
On the form, date and time stamps which enables full audit and filled with items associated

 with each  with each form of user identification

Applications
Mileage Log

Vehicle Inspection Report
Production Line Checklists 

Vehicle Service and Repair Reports 



HEALTHCARE
We offer better patient satisfaction
greater use of doctor's time

   and overall higher quality of care
Benefits

Quick and comprehensive input
User-friendly and fast access to patient’s record
Automatic data collection and archiving

Facilitates to take timely decisions in emergency situations.
It hastens patient admission and check-out process.

It is It is stable and robust for use in everyday rescue and recovery operations.

Applications
Patient Records and Reports

Dentist Records
Prescription Forms
Nurse Visit Forms

Child Care

Research Notes
Physical & Mental Care Reports
Ambulance Call Out Reports
Survey & Questionnaires
Care Quality Monitoring



GOVERNMENT
We can help governments and public services
be more efficient, saving it's significant costs 

   and speeding up processes 
Benefits

Improving the quality of database information
High level of user acceptance
Fast return on inverstment

Automatic way of archiving electronic forms
Performs signature authentication quickly and securely.

Dual Dual switching substantially eliminate, it is the utomatic way of archiving electronic forms

Passports processing
Tax forms discovery

Settlement processing
Immigration controls

Census forms

Applications
Wet signature verification
Safety and Traffic Fines
Inter-Agency Internal Communications
Ministry Applications
Training / Test Survey and Opinion Polls



TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS
Whatever you're transporting and whatever
  type of vehicle you're using we can help your 

company overcome data collection
Benefits

Improves load control communication to avoid delays during automated process.
Electronic POD (Proof of Delivery) instantly available.
It replaces long-winded and expensive process.

It is functional for users  especially who has to be on the move.
It ensures competitive advantages

ApplicApplications
Delivery notes

Goods inspections reports
Barcode enabled P.O.D’s
Real-time client reporting

Vehicle logistics



EDUCATION
Unlike the traditional classroom model
we provide a student-centric approach to
teaching to increase participation and fun 

Benefits
Students can capture lecture notes for all classes; upload them to a central repository, 

and can have a digital copy as a backup.
It can be used by instructors to enhance content.

Completed examination papers can be easily delivered and checked.
Detection of cheating can be possible  with an advanced playback function.
It ensuIt ensures quality communication between students, teachers and parents

Applications
Distance education
Interactive workshops

Examination and quiz forms
Application,registration and assessment forms

More collaborative learning experience in the classroom.



CONSTRUCTION & BUILDING
We offer to accelerate large civil projects
   and increase revenue, eliminating
the difficulty of regional data capture

Benefits
Aids in the preparation of maps and plans.

Accelerates planning, constructing, decision time and the flow of spatial data. 
Eliminates inefficient collection of map data and duplication of work.

The simplicity of pen and paper allows the field worker to do what they do best, their job.

Applications
WWork termination forms

Field, structure and machine control forms
Equipment request form

Operational control form for staff 



RETAIL STORES
  We help retail companies streamline
  paper processes, while allowing for

critical data to be securely and simply managed
Benefits

Magicpen ensures; minor or no changes to existing work practices, 
real-time data gathering & processing.

It provides instant feedback to field workers and greater productivity.
Improves customer services and delivery of products.

Facilitates stock control. 

ApplicApplications
Mobile Phone Subscription Forms
Quality/ Inspection Reports
Data gathering questionnaires
Stock taking and order fulfillment

Repair and maintenance engineering forms



TOURISM & ENTERTAINMENT
We provide a quick and easy method to sign in
  and  make reservations while your organization 

enjoys the low costs and data control

Benefits
It gains instant access to customer’s record.

Reduce waiting times, save costs and increase customer satisfaction in many areas.
Optimizes the time and manpower required to make data input.

Customer’s signature can be saved on the server and used later for simplifying 
the check-out process, using signature verification.

ApplicApplications
Customer satisfaction analysis
Check-in and check-out forms

Questionnairies and suggestion forms



www.magicturk.com.tr

THANK YOU   
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